We propose a polynomial-time algorithm for the scheduling of real-time parallel tasks on multicore processors. The proposed algorithm always finds a feasible schedule using the minimum number of processing cores, where tasks have properties of linear speedup, flexible preemption, arbitrary deadlines and arrivals, and parallelism bound. The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(M 3 · log N) for M tasks and N processors in the worst case.
Introduction
Multicore processors have become increasingly popular in embedded systems as well as server systems. In the multicore platform, processing cores dominate the entire energy consumption and thus implementing effective energy saving technologies for the processing cores has become a critical goal. In fact, many real-time tasks do not need to be run on all available processing cores to meet their deadlines. If we know the minimum number of processing cores required for the completion of the given real-time tasks, we may achieve potential energy-saving by deactivating the unneeded cores [1] , [2] . To do so, we propose a polynomialtime algorithm which schedules all real-time tasks so as to complete their execution before their respective deadlines using the minimum number of cores (or processors). The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(M 3 · log N) for M tasks and N processors in the worst case.
The task model considered in this paper has the properties of flexible preemption, linear speedup, parallelism bound, arbitrary deadlines and arbitrary arrivals. In flexible preemption, it is assumed to suspend and restart tasks among processors without incurring any additional costs [3] , [4] . In linear speedup, the speedup is linearly proportional to the number of allocated processors [5] . In parallelism bound, the speedup of parallel tasks can be maintained only up to some bounded number of processors [6] .
There have been many researches for the scheduling of real-time parallel tasks on multiprocessors. Caramia and Drozdowski [3] studied an optimal scheduling problem of real-time parallel tasks having properties of flexible preemption, linear speedup and parallelism bound. They studied the problem of minimizing the mean completion time of all tasks, but did not consider the problem of minimizing the number of processors. Burchard et al. [7] studied to find a feasible schedule on the minimum number of processors. Burchard's algorithm works only for non-parallel tasks but not for parallel tasks. Some previous studies [4] , [8] , [9] with optimal criteria are similar to our algorithm. Even though these studies can find a feasible schedule for realtime tasks having properties of linear speedup, flexible preemption and parallelism bound, they enforced some specific constraints on tasks' deadlines or arrivals, such as the same deadline [4] , the same arrival time [8] , or a particular order of Last Come First Served (LCFS) between arrival times and deadlines [9] . Contrarily, our algorithm allows tasks to have arbitrary arrivals and arbitrary deadlines. Hence, our algorithm is more practical than the previous theoretical studies. Although this paper focuses on the processor-minimum scheduling of real-time tasks, the proposed algorithm is also applicable to any minimization problem of resources with like model of multiple requests and their parallel consumption, e.g., allocating the bandwidth (computation) of simultaneous channels (real-time tasks) using the minimum number of communication links (processors) of routers [3] .
Proposed Algorithm
This paper deals with the problem of scheduling a set of M tasks on N identical processors. To formulate the problem, processor n is denoted as P n and task m is denoted as ). An interval is called overloaded if its computation capacity is less than the total mandatory computation assigned to this interval. The excess of the total mandatory computation over the available computation capacity is called surplus workload of the overloaded interval.
We schedule tasks within each interval from
sequentially. For each I x , our algorithm first selects all tasks T m which are executable at I x (i.e., T m satisfying a m ≤ e x < e x+1 ≤ d m ). Next, it allocates the mandatory computations of the tasks executable at I
x . When all mandatory computations can not be completely allocated due to lack of available computation capacity, the algorithm simply fails to schedule the task. Finally, if all mandatory computations at I x are completely allocated and there still remains available computation capacity at I x , the algorithm utilizes this computation capacity to execute the mandatory computations at the next intervals. It preferentially executes the surplus workload of the nearest overloaded interval. After executing all surplus workloads of overloaded intervals, it executes the mandatory computations at the next intervals from I x+1 to I 2M−1 . Figure 1 shows the Feasible-Scheduling algorithm which finds a feasible schedule of M tasks in T S using given N processors, where the following notations are used: The Task-Allocation() procedure searches the starting time τ s and the ending time τ e for P n to execute T m at lines 27-28. P n is reserved for the execution of T m from τ s to τ e at line 29. Until λ x m is completely assigned (i.e., λ x = 0), the processor number n is increased by one and the next P n is reserved for the execution of T m at I x . A schedule completing all tasks before their respective deadlines is called feasible. Then Feasible-Scheduling always finds a feasible schedule. If Feasible-Scheduling finishes at line 25, the total computation of each task is completely allocated and the execution time of each task does not exceed its deadline. The number of processors allocated to tasks is not larger than N at any time. The number of processors executing each task does not exceed its parallelism bound at any time. Figure 2 shows the MinProc-Scheduling algorithm, which finds a feasible schedule using the minimum number of processors. MinProc-Scheduling utilizes the binary search operation. This binary search operation finds the (line 16 in Fig. 1 ). Then the interval I 2 is not overloaded any more and the interval I 3 becomes the nearest overloaded interval. Next it allocates min( δ 
MinProc-Scheduling( T S, N )
1 L ← 1; H ← min(N, M m=1 b m ); N ← (L + H)/2 ; 2 while( N < H ) 3 if( Feasible-Scheduling( T S, N ) ), H ← N ; 4 else, L ← (N + 1); 5 N ← (L + H)/2 ; 6 endwhile
Properties of the Proposed Algorithm
For clarity, we use the following notation:
• η x , then T k must use some processors available between a k and d k , in order to compensate for the additional processors required for T m . Then let us check whether both T k and T m can be scheduled in the New Schedule. We first check the case that T k uses available processors in any I v such that a k ≤ e v < e x in order to compensate for its loss, which is described as arrow A in Fig. 4 . Because η v k = b k by Lemma 1, the lost computation amount of T k in I
x cannot be allocated to available processors in I v . Next, we check the case that T k uses available processors in any I w such that e x < e w < d k in order to compensate for its loss, which is described as arrow B in Fig. 4 x < e w < d k . From the above-mentioned facts, the New Schedule cannot satisfy the deadlines of both T k and T m . In order to schedule both T k and T m successfully, the New Schedule must use some additional processors reserved for the execution of another task T j . However, all of T j , T k and T m cannot be scheduled in the New Schedule by the same reason. Consequently, the assumption on feasibility of the New Schedule is a contradiction. This means that Feasible-Scheduling always finds a feasible schedule if there are feasible schedules on given N processors.
Theorem 2: MinProc-Scheduling always finds a feasible schedule using the minimum number of processors.
proof: When MinProc-Scheduling finds a feasible schedule using N processors, let us assume that there is a feasible schedule using N processors such that N < N . If Feasible-Scheduling finds a feasible schedule on N processors, then Feasible-Scheduling can find a feasible schedule on N * processors for any N * ≥ N . If MinProc-Scheduling selects a feasible schedule using N processors, then this means that Feasible-Scheduling failed to find the feasible schedule on N * processors such that N > N * ≥ N . Then it is a contradiction of Theorem 1.
